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September 3, 2013 

Dr. Paul Hasselback, Medical Health Officer 
3 rd Floor- 6475 Metral Drive 
NANAIMO BC V9T 2L9 

Attention : Dr. Paul Hasselback, Medical Health Officer 

Dear Dr. Hasselback: 

Re: Request for Investigation Under Section 29 of the Drinking Water Protection Act 

As you are aware , the Provincial· Ministry of Environment has approved a Waste Discharge 
Permit that will allow the deposit of 100,000 (one hundred thousand) tons per year of potentially 
highly contaminated materials on property located at 460 Stebbings Road , Shawnigan Lake, 
BC. Regrettably , this site is located in the headwaters of the Shawnigan Lake watershed. The 
CVRD is concerned that this land use and proposed facility poses a risk to human health , 
habitat, fish and the environment. 

The Cowichan Valley Regional District is highly concerned about the risk to ground and surface 
water resulting from the deposition of 5,000 ,000 (five million) tons of contaminated material 
allowed under this permit. More than 8,000 people rely on Shawnigan Lake for their drinking 
water and this new contaminated soil facility may pose a significant threat to drinking water and 
habitat. Accordingly, I respectfully request that under Section 29 of the Drinking Water 
Protection Act, the Drinking Water Officer investigate this matter. I understand you are familiar 
with this issue so I will not provide a lot of background , however, with respect to drinking water 
the CVRD would like to raise the following concerns : 

Ground Water Concerns 

As part of, and in response to , the permit application much contradictory geological and 
hydrogeological information has been presented to the Ministry of Environment. Information 
presented by Dennis Loewen (attached) and Colin Frostad and Rebecca Frostad (attached), 
raise serious questions about the geological and hydrogeological suitability of the Stebbings 
Road site . The reports suggest that, contrary to the information provided by the applicant , the 
bedrock may be quite permeable and contain many fracture condu its . If this is the case a 
problem with the liner or operational mistakes could result in contamination entering the 
underlying aquifer resulting in the contamination of any current and future wells . 

Another concern is the ability to recognize in a timely manner if contamination has escaped from 
the cell. It seems possible that a leak in the liner could go undetected for years or at least until 
the contamination reached a ground water monitoring device. It is unclear how a leak in the cell 
liner will be detected and , if it is, how the escaped contamination will be captured or remediated . 
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Surface Water 

The plans submitted by South Island Aggregates state the all water discharges from the facility . 
and site will be into an ephemeral tributary of Shawnigan Creek. While the plan outlines the 
steps proposed to prevent contaminants from being discharged, history shows that mistakes 
and unforeseen circumstances occur. Contaminants that do find their way into Shawnigan 
Creek may very likely end up in Shawnigan Lake, the drinking water source for more than 8,000 
people. 

There has been a very significant concern expressed by the community over the approval of the 
waste discharge permit. People are afraid that their drinking water and environment is at risk of 
being contaminated. From the CVRD's perspective it seems irresponsible to locate a 
contaminated soil facility in a drinking water watershed that provides water to so many people. 
The CVRD believes the precautionary principle should be employed so as to limit the risk to 
peoples' drinking water. Simply put, to protect peoples' drinking water a contaminated soil 
facility should not be allowed at 460 Stebbings Road in Shawnigan Lake. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Yours truly, 1 

Rob Hutchins 
Chair 

Attachments 

WJ/tld 
pc: Board of Directors, CVRD 

H. Bunce, Ministry of Environment 
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September 23, 2012 
LHC Project File: 1218 

Shawnigan Residents Association 
PO Box443 
Shawnigan Lake, BC 
VOR 2WO 

Attention : Gary Horwood , President 

Dear Sir: 

Re: Proposed SIA Contaminated Soils Landfill. Stabbings Road. Malahat Land District. BC 

As discussed in our July meeting we have reviewed the South Island Aggregates (SIA) proposal for a 
Contaminated Soils Landfill at the above noted site. Information regarding the landfill development has 
been obtained from the SIA website. A preliminary assessment of the proposed landfill site and its 
suitability for the intended purpose has been carried out utilizing existing information. Several 
environmental and human health risks regarding the landfill have been identified . Our investigations are 
focused on the site hydrogeology and potential for negative impacts on the local groundwater flow system 
and those dependant on this system for their drinking water. 

Writer's Qualifications 

Dennis Lowen, P. Eng., P. Geo. is a geological engineer with 40 years of exp er ience in hydrogeology. He 
specializes in hydrogeology studies, environmental impacts studies plus groundwater supply projects. Mr . 
Lowen has worked in hydrogeology in Western Canada and in 10 overseas nations with extensive 
experience in BC since 1978. He has completed several landfill siting, design and closure projects and 
numerous landfill leachate studies. Mr. Lowen has provided hydrogeological expert witness testimony 
before the BC Environmental Review Board and the Supreme Court of BC. Mr. Lowen's company (LHC) 
has completed at least 6 projects in the south Shawnigan Lake region over the last 10 years. LHC also has 
extensive experience in aquifer mapping having mapped more than 400 aquifers for the BC Ministry of 
Environment. 

Our comments are pro vided in the following sections: 

~ In italic: SIA information 
- In blue: LHC comments 
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SIA Website Presentation 

Under the "Groundwater" section it is noted that the BC Ministry of Environment (MOE) has mapped two 
bedrock aquifers in the region, but none below the landfill site. 

MOE aquifer mapping is preliminary only and depends on concentrations of existing well 
information. The reason why there is no aquifer mapped beneath the landfill site is because at the time of 
the mapping there were too few drilled wells in the site area. There are a sufficient number of wells in the 
region now to confirm that there is an aquifer beneath the proposed site. This aquifer is used as a drinking 
water source for local residents, some located less than 300 m. from the site, and the aquifer must be 
protected. 

Also in the Groundwater Section S!A notes that there are two aquifers in the region; one to the north and 
one east of the site. These two Aquifers # 203 & 208 are described with respect to demand and 
oroductivitv. 

Demand and productivity are only two of the three main descriptors used in the BC Aquifer 
Classification System used in mapping aquifers in BC. The omitted descriptor is the Aquifer Vulnerability 
which rates the aquifers' susceptibility to contamination from surface sources. Both aquifers 203 & 208 are 
rated as bi9J:lly vulnerable to contamination. 

The same or very similar hydrogeologic settings are present in aquifers 203, 208 and the aquifer 
beneath the landfill site. Hence the aquifer beneath the landfill site is highly vulnerable to contamination 
from surface sources. 

Further more from our work on this site and our· experience in aquifer mapping it is apparent that 
aquifer #203 extends beneath the proposed landfill site. The landfill would pose a risk to aquifer #203 and it 
is a developed drinking water source. Any contaminated surface water run-off or landfill leachate that 
escapes the site may reach the aquifer readily and this would constitute a health hazard. 

Aquifers #203 and #208 are referred to by name in the SIA presentation namely the Shawnigan 
Lake/Cobble Hill Bedrock Aquifer and the Spectacle Lake/Malahat Bedrock Aquifer respectively. 

The S!A Groundwater section also describes the bedrock beneath the site as having extremely low 
permeability (more commonly called hydraulic Conductivity or ''K'J and estimates Kat 76 x 1(!

10 m!s or 
nearly impermeable. This impermeable rock is quoted to provide ''a very high level of protection to the 
underlying aquifer': 

The rock under the site is identified as Wark Gneiss by the Geological Survey of Canada, Map 
1553A. This is a fractured metamorphic rock with hydraulic conductivity in the range of 8 x 10-9 to 3 x 10-4 

m/sec. (Domenico & Schwartz, 1990) Also wells completed in this rock formation have reported yields up 
to 6.3 Liters/second or 100 USgallons/minute which indicates a relatively high hydraulic conductivity for a 
fractured rock aquifer. A more reasonable estimate of K for the rock under the SIA site is 5 x 10-7 m/sec. 
Tl1is is 1000 times higher than the K reported by SIA The Wark Gneiss rock unit also has inclusions of 
limestone (or Marble). The on-site well record (well# 86152, Appendix A) indicates fractured limestone 
beneath the subject site. These fractured rocks provide little protection for the underlying aquifer. 

We have assessed several well pumping tests in the local bedrock aquifer. The pumping test data 
is used to calculate aquifer hydraulic conductivity. One of our pumping tests in the local bedrock aquifer 
indicates a hydraulic conductivity (K) of 6.9 x 1 o·7 m/sec. This analysis corroborates our estimated K =5 x 
10'7 m/sec. noted above. There is a well located on the SIA Landfill site with well tag #86152 and mported 
yield of 20 USgallons per minute. This well should be tested by pumping to obtain site specific data. 

Lowen Hydrogeology 
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SIA further states that measurements indicate that it will take surface water 100,000 years to migrate 
downwards to the aquifer. 

This statement runs contrary to the extensive body of data available from observation wells on 
Vancouver Island and the Gulf Islands. These observation wells show a relatively quick response in 
bedrock wells to rainfall events. That is to say water levels rise quickly in bedrock wells following a rainfall 
event indicating rapid infiltration from surface down to the aquifers. The time lag is usually less than a few 
days. This phenomenon is due to the fact that the bedrock is fractured throughout from surface to the 
aquifer. The main water flow from surface to the aquifer occurs in fractures in the rock which are essentially 
open channels which facilitate flow. 

SIA also states that in addition to the 100,000 years travel time for water to reach the aquifer from surface 
that additional layers ofprotection will be included to make the disposal site safer. 

We assume this refers to a landfill liner system where low permeability soil, plastic sheets or a 
composite liner are used to contain liquids in the landfill. Many studies have shown that landfill liners 
eventually leak. In fact they generally leak soon after filling has begun. An engineered liner is no 
guarantee that contaminated landfill liquids will not escape the proposed landfill. The contaminated flow 
from the landfill will readily reach the underlying drinking water aquifer and could present a health risk. 

Site Hydrogeology 

The proposed landfill site is located overlying a fractured bedrock aquifer that extends from the site down to 
Shawnigan Lake. In our opinion the aquifer appears to have moderate productivity, moderate demand and 
highly vulnerability to contamination from surface sources. See a listing of the local well records used for 
this analysis in Appendix A, attached. 

The on-site well record indicates fractured limestone rock beneath the proposed landfill. This rock is 
fractured and permeable plus limestone is a soluble rock which will be susceptible to solution weathering 
from acidic landfill leachate. This process will make the rock more permeable. 

Rainfall that infiltrates the ground at the subject site will flow downward to the aquifer and then flow toward 
the northwest (toward Shawnigan Lake). See Figure 1 for a graphic representation of the groundwater flow 
system. 

Local rainfall is high = 1,138 mmlyear and annual recharge has been estimated at 20% of total precipitation 
or 228 mm/year. This is a significant rate of recharge = 2,280 m3/Ha./year. There is a large volume of 
water that can be impacted by the proposed landfill operation. 

The water table slope from the proposed landfill site to the lake is 0.05. This slope provides a good driving 
head to propel groundwater from the site to the lake. The groundwater velocity from the landfill site to the 
lake is estimated at 5 - 10 mid. Therefore the 5 Km distance would be traversed within 1.4 to 2. 7 years. 
Any contamination carried by the groundwater flow would reach the lake with little attenuation. There would 
be little adsorption or filtration in open bedrock fractures and only dilution would reduce contaminant 
concentrations. Dilution alone may not be enough to prevent contamination of lake water. 

Not only Shawnigan Lake water is put at risk with the proposed landfill there are also many drinking water 
wells nearby and downstream from the site. There are 5 wells within 250 m. of the proposed landfill site. 
These drinking water wells could draw water from beneath the proposed landfill site. There are up to 10 
more wells downstream from the landfill site. All these wells may have water quality impacted by the 
landfill. 

LHC Lowen Hydrogeology 
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An alternate method for evaluating aquifer vulnerability at a specific site has been used for our analysis. 
The Aquifer Vulnerability Index Calculation (Van Stempvoort, 1992) has been employed using well record 
information from the site Well Tag #86152. The calculation indicates a high degree of Vulnerability for the 
aquifer. The calculation is attached at Appendix B. 

Further regarding aquifer vulnerability the Vancouver Island University in Nanaimo has completed Intrinsic 
Vulnerability Mapping, 2010 {Aquifer Vulnerability) for all of Vancouver Island. This study found the 
proposed landfill site area to have Moderate Vulnerability however the scale of the study was very large and 
the previous two analyses outlined in this letter are more specific (ie. more valid). 

General Comments 

Upon reviewing the SIA proposed contaminated soil landfill project one question appears quite obvious. 
Why was this site selected for disposal? Generally when a landfill site is required the initial effort is spent 
selecting a suitable site. Landfill siting is a difficult, complex, tedious, sometimes emotional and protracted 
process requiring evaluation of many different criteria. Geographical Information System (GIS) tools are 
used in conjunction with environment, biophysical, ecological and socioeconomic variables which lead to an 
analysis and decision-making process. For example one area underlain by a thick layer of impermeable 
clay which offers natural protection for the underlying aquifer would be preferred over a gravel pit with a 
water table close to the pit fioor. Similarly a site in a rock quarry over a fractured rock aquifer would score 
very low on the suitability scale. Was there a siting study completed prior to selection of this landfill site ? 

For comparison when a large scale in-ground wastewater disposal site is approved by the Provincial 
Government there is a requirement for at least four observation wells, one upstream from the development 
and three downstream. These wells are installed and monitored before approval and are used for the site 
analysis. This proposed site should meet or exceed this standard. 

We understand some soils are being dumped at the site now. If this is the case what type of soil is it? It 
seems that the liner and drainage works have not been done as yet so the site is not ready to receive 
contaminated soil. 

Our studies have been focused on underground water flow but the surface hydrology is also an issue. The 
site borders Shawnigan Creek and any contaminated run-off from the site would quickly flow to the creek 
and to Shawnigan Lake. Since the lake is a drinking water source this appears to be a significant risk. 
Containment works are planned but can they eliminate all the risks? How will the containment works be 
maintained over the long term and after the site is closed? 

Recommendations 

1. A comprehensive Environmental Impact Study must be completed before this site could be approved 
for disposal. These kinds of studies are mandatory for wastewater disposal which is a smaller risk 
than contaminated soil. 

2. Construction of monitoring wells, aquifer testing, water quality sampling and contaminant flow 
modeling should be undertaken to assess the suitability of this site. 

3. The site should have a leak detection system and a contamination containment plan. Commonly 
contaminated groundwater is pumped out of the aquifer and piped to a treatment plant. Naturally all 
these necessary risk reduction measures are very costly therefore long-term financing plans would 
also be needed. 

4. A cost-benefit analysis should be carried out to ensure that this proposal is sustainable. 

Lowen H~rogeology 
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If you have any questions or require any further information please contact the undersigned. 

Yours very truly, 

LOWEN HYDROGEOLOGY CONSULTING LTD. 

Dennis A Lowen, P. Eng. P. Geo. 
DALI MD/hmr 

Lowen Hydrogeology 
Consulting Ltd. 6 of6LHC 
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- -----

-- - - - --- - --

----------------------

-------

--- ---- ------------------

WATER WELLS OF THE SOUTHERN REGION OF SHAWNIGAN LAKE, BC 

WELL TAG 
NO. 

UTM Coordinates ELEVATION 

ft. 

YIELD 

USqpm 

STATIC 
WATER 
LEVEL 

ft. 

DEPTH TO 
BEDROCK 

ft. 
EASTlNG NORTHING 

#86152* 455434 5377844 1115 20 10 0 

#83527 455458 5377397 1148 3 20
#95485 1·· 4ssnX ----- ·-s'3778o4_____1i14___ ------4-- -- ----- - -45______________8______ __ 

:!~~~~ -- ~ --t~~!~-~ --~- ~;~~:~~ --.:=1~_;; _- :~ ~-~{l--=~---~ -- -~;~s ~--::=.- ~~---
#86036 456108 5377190 1279 1.25 42 

•-•- - ·• •• ••-• - ·- • - --· ---• ·- --· ·-•••-·••omo ,_., - · ·--·•••--••••·~-··••n••-n• - -n-••n••••Oo••• ••- -•- •-•••-n ·-••-• '"' ••• 

#83531 455955 5377439 1279 20 55 
~---- ----- --------- -·--- ---

#85100 455917 5377464 1279 4 4 --- ---- ---- -- +---------------------1 
#86037 455971 5377547 1312 35 102 3 

,......... . ..........._..... ···-- -..- .... - .. --- ·-···-- ---- - ---- - -- - ---- .... .. ....... _ .... , _______________........_ . ______.. ... 

#89253 455990 5377644 1312 10 60 9 
-- ............ - .. ----·· ---·-··-..---- ·· . .... .. ·-··· --f---- ..... ............ ....... .. 

#83528 456257 5376570 1411 0.5 1 
................... .............. . ........... .............. ..... ........ ·------,- ....... ....... __,___....................._...___________,.________ ···- - -----------------

#85309 455706 5378020 1214 4 67 6 - -·-- 
#96080 455672 5378049 1214 3 95 5 

#95480 455573 5378178 1148 6 45 14 

#105940 456222 5378338 1247 100 -12 13 
··- ------------ -

--1 

M - --· 

#96095 455442 5378868 1000 5 145 118 

#97026 456245 5378893 1050 7 100 81 ._,.... ...._ .. ... ....._ - - " !---·----- - - ------------ -
#96127 455919 5379195 919 5 45 70 

_ ,. ................- ...•.... ..... .._ ______........ ...-------------·-· --------------- --- -·-·-·--·····-··-····-···-· ·- ~...-.. ...~.~-.. ~-···· · "'< 

#96123 456574 5378836 1017 4 45 68 -- --··--------------------
#81952 456665 5378875 1017 3 33 -------------- -----------------------1---#819:51 --r- 456687 --- 1017 10 355378858 

#524?5 -1- _455708 5379521 853 1.5 7 
....... ---..·--· ···-·--- ..-·-·-·· ·-·- ·-·-·-·-----·-----------·-·-·- - ---·-----------------···-----·--· --.. 

#106005 455458 5379672 853 3 25 
#53806 ·· 1 ·4sso39 -~ s38o7s3 787 7 10 

4SS04__ -=.._ _ ==-7=--=..=: 2_- ..__ _____ _ls#53807 I _2 -_s~3_8o82_3_-_ -_-_· 78~ -=_-=_-=_-s_-~-~~-~--.-- -=_-_-_-- _-==1 1
#80059 454912 5380876 738 60 50 2 
--------1-----------------+--------·-

454894 5380916 738 5 70#80056 
-~- ..··-·--.... ---....-.... ..... ....... - ...- ..........------·-----..---·----"·-·---··- ·---

#99931 454610 5381287 607 2.5 80 42 ------ r-----------·----------
453836 5381601 443 6 44 3#104661 

----1----- ---------------·--
454219 5381956 459 so 35 1#84468 

#84469 454294 5382078 525 3 10 
-------·---·-·----·-·-~·---------------·-·-·-·1---·--- -------- ----------- - ·------ !-·------------........._ .... . ................. 

#69093 454184 5382149 459 6 9 - - __, ______ __ .. -··- 1-·-- ............... ..... .. .. ..... ..........- .....- .............____.,....................______________ _ 

#84470 455168 5382236 459 5 25 18 

#84471 454180 5382427 410 6 20 15 -------1-------·-------- ·-· - 1-- ------------··---
#84472 454162 5382569 410 8 -4 15 

1----------- ... - - -· 1--------·-· ·- ------ 
#104658 453628 5381993 459 8 42 1 

------·--·----·

#105772 453600 5382252 426 14 -15 14 

.. SIA well. See following page for well record details. 
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~ BRIT!Sll 
·.-:. COLUMBIA 

Report 1 • Detailed Well Record 

Addra;; s: STE3B2::lGS RQi''ID 

~JE:..L .:OC,'\";ION: 
:~Al..AHAT Wnd District 
n::-;::rle;: :.o•:.: .?Lll~: DD :::.l%74: Lot: 23 
1'ov:ns-~; L?: ;~~r:tioc: kanqe: 
Iwi:i-a~; !i.f!se.rYI'!: [•!E"l'idl.:u:: Bleck: 
Q\la rt•z,r: 
l5land: V,'l.l.;COUVER TSL,1J,J1D 
BCGS ~lll.e'ibG!:!: d~AD 2'71: 092B052422 1\'ell: l 

Cl.<:>s:J of ~reJl: •tlat(~r SL:pply 
Sut•::;loss of \\'ell: r::':l:ne.stic 
Ori>E>n-:::a::icn o:: Well: Vertical 
s:atus of \\'ell: New 
\'loll :J~e~ l':r:ivato J)oe~estic: 

Obs;:,r-vC~t!c:~ \~.:;11 t-l~l:rll:Jf'r; 

Oh:;-ervat~0-r: t~ell Stiltl.l!l: 

Co::tltt";~tlun t•J-ethcd: 
:Ji,)mGt0r: 6 in<":he:J. 
Ca::;i;;g ~jri-ve sh~e: :..J Y 
-.~~11 b£:>pth: 125 feet 
£l><Y<~ti;::-;:~ uoo rce.t u;s.:,) 
Final C.;,c;i:l\,l S-tick Up-:: 24 ir.cht>S 
we:l :::ap 'Typ'!'\: •~n.DED 

Bed::"cck Depth: fe':1~: 

Li :hology Info F'J.<H:J: y 
f'U~ !n:'o ?lag: N 
Si>:<ve Tnfo Flilq: N 
ScrE:"en Jnfo :i'L;o~s: N 

:::.::;:0 Inf;:; Soc-t:ai.ls: 
Ot~<er I:-:fc l?:aq: 
Ot.!HU' lr:fo De-;:.al1>;: 

Ll.ciHo:r: Dr!l~we-11, :Snt·e:rpd5E5
~J"'ll Id8ntlfication ?latQ Nrnnbe:r: 16.588 
l:')at~ AU,<Jchw::i By: ?J\t:[;Y CR£A.;·:EB. 
~~~li7<t:E FLttll ,';tU'JC:heU: Cfl5ING 

FRO:.lllCtlON f:.l\':'.4. !~T ':'H:E CF DRI:L::l>lG; 
~1-.~11 Yield: 2Q- \~ri.ll.:-t's r!:stit'l'.d~ul C.S. Gallc:ms per NinuU! 
Deve-lor-:rm.!f'.t.. !~01.!~<:..10:; Air :it:tit·,g 
Pump 'f'e.st Tn!o Fl;;g: K 
A!:tesia-:", Flow: 
A~tcsian Pres~~re \ftj: 
S;::B.tic :.0\lVBl: 20 fDQt 

ViAT:SR QU.P.:,rtY: 
Chf::.racter: Cl-ear, fresh 
Colour: 

Well Disinfected: Y 
E~~S ID: 
l~at<O-:r Che-mistty In[(~ ;·}etc}: >1 
Field Chemistry :·nfo ;'lcq: 
Site Info (SEP.J·li: N: 

!\'<;t~:." Ct~lity~ N 
lo.13te:" SuFply syst.Br.t Name: 
(\fate::: :Supply SyBt-<~t:< \~ell Hcl:t,~±: 

S!JRPAC£. SEA4: 
~·:aq: :: 
t'l:dU.u:i<Jl: BBntcnitc clay 
!-'ret.hod: Poured 

·Depth Cf~): 16 Iet:;·.~ 

'Ihickne!:iS (in): 2 int:h€s 
L.i.Jl•.::t .::.ron Tv: teE>t 

WELL CLCS"'JR8 IllFCatt_t.'TIOl\; 
R~sso~ For Clo~u~Q; 
:-+;,thvd ot CLOD\H£: 
c:osu:r.;:" S'C'aiftnt l·JittJ:ri;:;:: 
Closure Backfi 11. f1ac:ed.a ~: 
D;;-.tails of C:Co5tll:e: 

Slc't Size 

Casir_g f::c-m to feet Dia;r,eter :~ate:ri;:;.: Jr:.vc; s:-.oe 
0 16 6 tT\.111 N 
1 t; 32:5 h\.\ll Open hole 

!..IT'HOLOGY lN?OF-NrlTIC"N: 
Pr<;,;n i} to LbU Fl~. :~od LlM 12 Sallons p'i:lt: .''Jim~\':8 (U.s./1~upv:naLJ rnt.;:T'JRE 2S8-260 J.l~te:Jto:,o 

From ::60 ,, 291 J:'t, :~Qd U.'1 3 Callens po:r Hinu-::o ~U.5./Tmp~r:a1l F?F~C'J'CKE 296-nr gn:'li::e 
From 291 tc 325 Ji't. i<eJ 5 Gollo;;s per Ninu~e (U.S./.Irr.pcr:.all FR.r"~,C'IORE. 307 .. 3DS qreen lime.s:.or..e"'" 
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APPENDIX B 

Aquifer Vulnerability Calculation 



AQUIFER VULNERABILITY INDEX CALCULATIONS* 

PROJECT: SIA Contaminated Soils 

PROJECT No.: 1218 
DATE: 19/08/2012 

WELL ID. PLATE No.: 16588 
WELL TAG No.: 86152 

LOCATION: 460 Stabbings Road, Mala hat Land District, BC 

Well Tag No. 86152 

Layer Thickness Kvalue 

(m) (mid) 

Limestone 79.2 0.01 
Igneous bedrock 11.3 1 

Umestone 8.5 0.01 

c" 
(years) 

21.70 

3.10E-02 
2.33 

TOTAL ~,.I_ __;;2::..:4:..:.06;,___..JI years 

High Vulnerability 

• Van Stempvoort, D., Ph.D., Ewart,L., and L.Wassener, 1992. A VI: A Method for Groundwater Protection 

Mapping in the Prairie Provinces of Canada, Prairie Provinces Water Board, Regina, Sask. 

**Hydraulic Resistance "c" 
Hydraulic Resistance, c = ~di I Ki , for layers 1 to i 
The lower the hydraulic resistance (c) the higher the vulnerability: 

c =Less than 10 years- extremely high vulnerability 

c = 10- 100 years- high vulnerability 

c = 100 - 1000 years - moderate vulnerability 

c = 100 -10,000- low vulnerability 

c =greater than 10,000- extremely low vulnerability 

Lowen Hydrogeology 
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Technical Concerns Support Public Opposition 

March 25, 2013 

RE: South Island Aggregates, Cobble Hill Holdings Draft Permit 

Further to our open letter written early this year, and with the pending approval of the 
SIA quarry site, here are further concerns regarding using the SIA quarry for a 
contaminated soil facility. I hope the overwhelming geological questions regarding this 
location raises some flags as to the suitability of the site. 

The location of the existing quarry is on the Wark Gneiss (Muller GSC Map 1553A, 
1980). The age of the Wark is unknown, and the following provides for the basis that it 
could be analogous to the Butte Lake formation . This significant because the Butte 
Lake Formation is a regional limestone that spans the eastern extent of Vancouver 
Island. The limestone caves of Horne Lake are in the Butte Lake Formation. Water well 
tag# 95485, located 300m from the quarry, reported abundant calcite (limestone) from 
265-405 ft. This highlights concerns about subsurface cave formation, and unimpeded 
flow into the aquifer. 

Geologic reports regarding the quarry site refer to Muller (1977) for dating the Wark 
Gneiss formation at 295-384 Ma (most of the Paleozoic). The problem is that the Muller 
date was obtained from a zircon taken from the Colquitz Gniess, which is also located 
near the quarry site. The Colquitz Gniess can be metasedimentary rock; hence, the 
date obtained brackets the age of the sediment source, not the depositional age of the 
sediment. Muller recognized this; he clearly states on his map that the sediments could 
be younger, and most likely from the Sicker Group (Muller and Yorath, 1977). What we 
do know is that the original rocks of the Colquitz and the Wark Gneiss are bracketed by 
the age of the zircon date, and the age of metamorphism, which is 163-182 Ma in the 
Jurassic. 

It is plausible, and probable, that the original rocks that made up the Colquitz and the 
Wark Gniess, prior to their Jurassic metamorphism, are much earlier than late 
Paleozoic. Based on the un-metamorphosed rocks located to the immediate north of 
the San Juan Fault (Muller GSC Map 1553A, 1980), the Colquitz Gniess could be 
equivalent to the Pennsylvanian Sediment Sill unit. The Limestone, located in between 
the Wark and the Colquitz, could therefore be equivalent to the Butte Lake Formation. 
The Wark Gniess could be equivalent to the Triassic Karmutsen Formation. In this 
scenario, the metamorphic rocks are compliment to their un-metamorphosed 
counterparts. 

Even if we imagine the area is completely void of limestone, there are serious concerns 



regarding fluid flow through the fractured bedrock. The assumption is that bedrock 
within the quarry cannot transmit large volumes of water. In stark contradiction, though, 
one of the most productive water wells in the entire region is on the actual quarry. At 20 
gal/min, the well (tag #86152) is in the 83rd percentile for well performance based on 
the wells in the Lowen report. Even more troubling is that in the B.C. Energy and Mines 
Geological report, this same well is reported dry. That report is dated October 2012, 
and after an extremely dry August through October, if the well was indeed dry, it 
implies that its recharge is from a relatively shallow source that was affected by local 
conditions. 

The Active Earth Report states that "groundwater supply wells in the area average a 
depth of approximately 100m" and "In general, water wells are drilled to the minimum 
depth to produce the necessary yield. Therefore, the approximately 75m thickness of 
low permeability rock at the ground surface identified on the Site appears to be 
applicable to the surrounding bedrock in the area as inferred from the wells within 1 km 
of the site". On review of the well file for well tag #93401, the formation is reported as 
"broken" from 75-80ft (roughly 22-24m), and a flow rate of 20-40 GPM is attributed to 
that zone. The well was drilled to 125ft (38m). So, yes, in general, wells produce from 
their total depth; however, it would appear that a well a mere 600m from the quarry 
site, and the 3rd most productive well in the entire region, is producing from a measly 
22m below ground surface. Even if the well was flowing from its total depth, that would 
still be at 38m, well above the 75m mark reported by Active Earth. 

In summary, 

• The age of the Colquitz and Wark gniess' is inferred from one zircon date. Based 
on stratigraphic relationships with surrounding country rock it is likely that the limestone 
located between the Colquitz and the Wark is equivalent to the Butte Lake Formation. 
The Butte Lake formation shows extensive karst throughout Vancouver Island, and 
gives rise to the real possibility of unmapped limestone in the subsurface in the 
Shawnigan Lake area. The calcite encountered in water well tag # 95485 supports this 
argument. This correlation remains consistent with both the age of the zircon in the 
Colquitz and predates the Jurassic metamorphism. 

• The assumption that the upper 75m of the Wark Gniess that underlies the SIA 
quarry is not permeable is not supported by the available data. Water well tag #86152, 
which is located on the quarry, is one of the best water producers in the region (#6 of 
37 in the Lowen Report). During dry months this well is reported as dry, showing that 
although the well produces at depth, the fractures from which it produces are 
responding to surface conditions. This clearly shows that water is traveling through 
existing highly permeable fractures from near surface to depth. Furthermore, and 
inexcusably ignored, water well tag #93401, which is the 3rd best water well in the 



entire catchment area, is flowing water at 30 GPM from a shallow depth of 22m. How 
is it concluded that the rock is impermeable to 75m, when the second closest data 
point to the study area is flowing water at 22m? 

To an objective scientist the underlying bedrock at the proposed site is very 
poorly understood. If anything, the SIA quarry site shows abnormally high permeable 
fracture conduits, as indicated by highly productive wells tag # 86152 and# 93401. 
Both of these wells show evidence of a shallow water source. If anything, this site is in 
one of the worst locations possible with respect to shallow water flow, especially if you 
take into account its proximity to Shawnigan Creek. 

We can understand that the location is convenient relative to the contaminated 
source material; however, just because there is a hole there does not mean it is a good 
disposal site. Please use reason, sound waste management rationale, and view the 
data objectively. There is no way that we can conclude that this is a safe location to 
dispose of contaminated soils. In our first letter we assumed that a seismic event would 
be needed to create fractures to move the any uncontained waste material away from 
the site. Now that we have been able to properly review the data, it is clear that those 
fractures are already present. A seismic event that compromises the integrity of the 
liner, or inexperienced engineering attempting their first containment system of this 
type will not have the protection of any natural barrier to contaminated fluid flow into 
domestic use water supply. 

Colin Frostad, M.Sc. and Rebecca Frostad, M.GIS., P. Geol. 
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